How to Make (or repair) FRANKENTOY

Start with an abandoned, unused, or otherwise discarded stuffed animal or toy.

Dissect the toy by removing the limbs and head from the body. Remove some of the filler but keep enough to give the body form.

Now you are ready to add the magnetic snaps. Each snap has a pin side (non-magnetic) and a receiver side (magnet).

The limbs and head of the toy will each require a pin side snap. The torso of the toy will require 5 (or more!) magnet side snaps.

Apply a small bead of hot glue to each toy part and then gently press the appropriate snap side onto the glue.

Take a limb, head or torso and hot glue the opening(s).

Very carefully press fabric around the hot glue sealing the opening shut. Check your work to make sure that the body isn’t leaking filling.

Allow ample time for the glue to cool and your Frankentoys parts are ready!

SAFETY: Be careful not to let the hot glue come into contact with skin. Hot glue can cause burns.